Minutes of the Agricultural Advisory Committee Meeting held on September
12th, 2019 at 10:00am in the Meadows Room of the Pitt Meadows City Hall,
12007 Harris Road, Pitt Meadows, British Columbia.
PRESENT:
Committee Members:
Joe Bachmann (Chair)
Alana Aquilini
Macky Banns
Sandy Howkins
Dan Kosicki
Philip Robinson
Ex-Officio Members:

Councillor Nicole MacDonald
Councillor Anena Simpson

Guests:

Julie Saxton, Metro Vancouver
Laura Taylor, Metro Vancouver

Staff:

Lisa Grant, Director of Community Services (Chair)
Allison Dominelli, Development Services Technician
Stefanie Ekeli, Development Services Technician
Chantal Gemperle, Supervisor of Building & Bylaw
Tanya Hupka, Administrative Services Clerk
Ashley Seed, Engineering Technician

REGRETS:

Hank Bitter
Dieter Geesing
Bob Hopcott
Lynn Kemper
Mike Manion
Wayne Wisselink

SECRETARY:

Elaine Harrison

1.

CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order at 10:01 a.m.

2.

LATE ITEMS
None.
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3.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT the agenda for the September
12th, 2019 Agricultural Advisory Committee Meeting be approved.
CARRIED.

4.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES
It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT the Minutes of the Agricultural
Advisory Committee Meeting held on July 11th, 2019, be adopted.
CARRIED.

5.

DELEGATIONS / PRESENTATIONS
5.1

Certificate of Appreciation
There was unanimous consent amongst the Committee to defer to
the next AAC meeting, the presentation to Dieter Geesing,
Ministry of Agriculture representative, as the recipient was not in
attendance.

5.2

Cannabis Production Operations
Julie Saxton and Laura Taylor from the Air Quality Department of
Metro Vancouver, gave a verbal overview of proposed emission
regulations for cannabis production and processing operations in
the Metro Vancouver area, including a PowerPoint presentation
which is included as Attachment 1 and forms part of the original
minutes.
The Committee engaged in a roundtable discussion with the
following questions and concerns being raised:
•

The prospect of further regulations that farmers would have
to adhere;

•

The jurisdiction the Metro Vancouver Regulation would have
over the Fraser Valley Regional District where a large
proportion of the farming community is located;

•

The difference between odour complaints from items such
as manure compared to complaints about cannabis.
o It was explained that Metro Vancouver can check
best practices and monitor via the ALR manure odour
complaints. Best practices for cannabis have not
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been defined and there have been no judgements
yet from the ALC.
•

Would the proposed regulations cover cannabis production
for personal use and small co-op businesses?
o Ms. Saxton explained that at the moment the
proposed regulations would encompass commercial
operations.

•

Inquiry if cannabis producers are classed as farmers, and if
so, are they governed by the Right to Farm Act?
o Ms. Saxton advised that cannabis is an agricultural
activity and a crop if it is in the ALR, but not microgrowers in industrial units.

6.

REPORTS
6.1

2020 Business Planning Topics
Lisa Grant, Director of Community Services, provided an outline of
projects under consideration for submission to Council for funding
during the 2020 Business Planning process.
It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT Council be asked for a
budget of $10,000 in 2020 Business Planning for increasing the
profile of agriculture on the City’s website.
CARRIED.

6.2

Roundtable
The Committee participated in a roundtable discussion with the
following topics being raised:
Alana Aquilini – Blueberry harvesting had just been completed and
the cranberry crops were ready 2 weeks earlier this year.
Sandy Howkins – Concerns about the amount of parrot feather in
the ditches and because of this heron were finding it difficult to
feed.
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•

Lisa said that funds were being utilized from the
Environment Management Plan to look at and monitor
this along with invasive fish species.

Philip Robinson – His farm is currently re-planting cranberries with
a new variety which would double the yield.
Joe Bachmann – Suggested that the AAC write a letter to Dieter
Geesing thanking him for the help and knowledge he had
provided to the Committee particularly at the recent EPC
Waterways meeting.
•

Lisa said that a presentation would be made to him at
the October meeting but if he was not able to attend
then a letter would be drafted.

Joe also shared concerns that animal activists were causing stress
to farmers.
Dan Kosicki – Suggested that a representative from the Pitt
Meadows Cannabis producers attend a meeting of the AAC.
He spoke about a recent trip to Europe where he noticed how
farmers utilized all of their land for farming operations.
He will be attending a meeting with the CPR as an adjacent
landowner to the proposed underpass/overpass construction.
•

Lisa Grant advised the Committee that a non-binding
Memorandum of Understanding with the Vancouver
Fraser Port Authority and Canadian Pacific had been
signed to investigate all of the implications and
processes to enable the underpass/overpass to be
constructed. Agreements still had to be signed to allow
for it to proceed and no definite decision had been
announced.

•

Lisa Grant suggested that Port Authority be invited to
attend an upcoming meeting of the Committee.

Macky Banns – Inquired if the underpass/overpass suggestions are
the only options.
•
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Lisa Grant responded that the process was still in the
early engagement phase.
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7.

ADJOURNMENT
The next regular meeting of Agricultural Advisory Committee will be at
10:00am, on October 10th, 2019, in the Meadows Room at Pitt Meadows
City Hall.
It was MOVED and SECONDED THAT this meeting be adjourned at
11:55 a.m.
CARRIED.
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Attachment 1

Cannabis Production Operations
MANAGING AIR EMISSIONS
Julie Saxton, PhD, P.Chem.
AIR QUALITY PLANNER

Pitt Meadows Agriculture Advisory Committee, September12, 2019
31719388

Potential Health and Volatile Organic
Environmental Issues Compounds

Nitrogen
Dioxide

Volatile organic compounds
• Ground-level ozone formation
• Particulate matter formation
• Odorous air contaminants

sunlight,
heat
Ground Level
Ozone
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Example Emissions from Regional Crops
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VOC Emissions Comparison
Emissions of volatile organic compounds in the Canadian Lower Fraser Valley by sector compared to
projected potential range of emissions from cannabis production in Metro Vancouver

Fraser Valley Regional
District
(2015 emissions)
Metro Vancouver
(2015 emissions)
Metro Vancouver
(projected emissions)

2015 Lower Fraser Valley Air Emissions Inventory and Forecast, March 2018

C.-T. Wang et al, 2019,
Atmospheric Environment,
199, 80-87.
C. Albee et al, Washoe
County Health District.
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Policy Drivers
• Odour Management Policy
Development Plan
• Regional Ground-Level Ozone
Strategy
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Managing Air Contaminants
Substances emitted into the air capable of
•
•
•
•

Injuring health or safety
Injuring property or any life form
Interfering with visibility
Interfering with the normal conduct of
business
• Causing material physical discomfort
• Damaging the environment
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Emission Management
Approaches
• Emissions released at the facility
• Concentrations beyond the facility
• Technology and management
practices
• Measurement, monitoring and
reporting
• Economic instruments
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Emission Management
for Cannabis Production
• Emission Regulations
• Agricultural Boilers

• Site-specific Permits
• Cannabis cultivation
• Reciprocating engines
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Scope of Potential Regulation
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Potential Regulation
Measures controlling what is discharged:
• Enclosing or containing key emissions sources
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Potential Regulation
Measures controlling what is discharged:
• Enclosing or containing key emissions sources
• Treating air with activated carbon
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Potential Regulation
Measures controlling what is discharged:
• Enclosing or containing key emissions sources
• Treating air with activated carbon
• Limiting additional VOC sources
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Potential Regulation
Measures controlling how discharges can occur:
• Preventing the release of fugitive or uncontrolled emissions
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Potential Regulation
Measures controlling how discharges can occur:
• Preventing the release of fugitive or uncontrolled emissions
• Minimizing risk during airshed air quality degradation
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Potential Regulation
Measures controlling how discharges can occur:
• Preventing the release of fugitive or uncontrolled emissions
• Minimizing risk during airshed air quality degradation
• Preventing impacts near sensitive receptors
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Supporting Provisions
Measures providing evidence of effectiveness:
• Approved emissions management plan
• Monitoring for odorous air contaminants beyond property
boundary
• Compliance with other applicable regulatory requirements
• Record keeping
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Timeline – Phase 1 of Consultation

From July 2018

Preliminary
issue
analysis

February 2019

Discussion
paper drafted

May 2019

Summer 2019

Board
approves
consultation
(phase 1)

Public
consultation
(phase 1)

Winter 2019-20

Board
reviews
consultation
feedback
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Timeline – Phase 2 of Consultation

Potential future steps

Proposals
refined

Board
approves
consultation
(phase 2)

Public
consultation
(phase 2)

Board
reviews
feedback
and directs
staff to draft
bylaw

Board
considers
bylaw
adoption
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Feedback Options
• In person
• Meetings
• Site visits

• Webinars
• Online and printed questionnaires
• Contact us at 604-432-6200 or
AQBylaw@metrovancouver.org
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Questions?

